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SIM WOMEN VIP 
SPOTLIGHT

MEET MARGIE SIMS

Margie Sims is a goal-driven, compassionate and 
community-focused executive with over 20+ years’ 
experience in technology sales and management. 
She is a seasoned workforce strategist and a data 
center, colocation and cloud solutions veteran.  
Her most measurable strengths include: direct 
and indirect sales team development, strategy and 
revenue growth along with customer satisfaction.

As a tech-solutions leader, Margie was invited to 
join Evoque Data Center Solutions at its inception. 
She’s currently the VP of Business Operations and 
Client Success. Prior to her arrival at Evoque Data 
Center Solutions, Margie spent 16 years in various 
sales and sales management positions at ViaWest. 
While there, she worked as Vice President of 
Sales, Central Division, where she was responsible 
for the overall sales strategy, revenue growth 
and customer satisfaction. As a professional, 
Margie celebrates the importance of building and 
maintaining relationships and she takes great care 
in providing tailored, sustainable solutions for 
companies.

As a leader in the technology community, she is Co-
Chair of SIM WOMEN, an organization focused 
on cultivating a community of passionate women 
who support each other’s pursuit of excellence. In 
both 2017 and 2018, Margie was the recipient of 
the CRN “Woman of the Channel” award, which 
honors her leadership skills and innovation as an 
“extraordinary executive” in the channel partner 
community.

Previously, she co-chaired the Colorado 
Technology Association’s C-Level @ A Mile 
High event (5 years) and served on the Board of 
Directors for KidsTek (3 years), which focuses 
on improving technology literacy for students at 
Colorado’s highest-needs schools.

Margie holds a Bachelor of Science from Arizona 
State University.

Professional areas of interest and expertise 
include: Data Center Solutions, Colocation, 
Cloud, Managed Services, Security, Compliance 
and End User Cloud Computing.

LEVELING UP IN THE POST 
COVID ERA

BY MICHELLE ANNE, PCC, DAIS

How to hard wire yourself  to a positive growth mindset and 
get out of  the fear based thinking and being.

Recently we took the kids 16 and 19 to PF Changs in 
Denver for dinner. We arrived to find the restaurant empty 
with the exception of  a few couples dining in what seemed 
a 10,000 open air building. As we approached the hostess 
stand, I counted 6 couples, and thought we will be able to 
sit down right away. We approached the hostess stand to 
ask for a table. Maureen, the hostess responded, “there is a 
20 min wait for table”. I revisited my initial survey of  the 
massive room, in disbelief…  okay, I thought, we’ll wait. 
This is the norm now. After we gave our name to the host-
ess, Maureen asked us for our phone number explaining “we 
need it in case of  an outbreak”. My 16 year old daughter 
automatically responded, “It’s time to level up, it’s 2021”. 
I laughed and noticed my daughters reaction was reflective 
of  what I teach. My daughter is aware and respectful of  
the situation but responsible for her outlook, and how her 
thoughts affect her outcome. However, the tone and body 
language of  the hostess was fear based and uncertain, even 
scared. The chronic stress has taken a significant toll on our 
brains and our lives overall, but we need to Level Up and 
take responsibility for our thoughts and our actions!

This experience shed light on the topic for this article. 
The current Covid pandemic has caused a sort of PTSD 
that has hard wired our brains, literally diminishing 
brain structure and function. This has effected our 
mental, emotional and physical health leaving many 
of us unconsciously living in a fear-based mindset.  I 
firmly believe that when we combine eastern philoso-
phy (and tools) with western neuroscience (an under-
standing of how the brain functions) we have the power 
to rewire our behaviors, natural tendencies and live a 
more meaningful, healthy and prosperous life (even 
in the midst of chronic stress - like a pandemic, loss 
of a job, or a health concern). I have rewired myself 
while enduring major obstacles including overcoming 
50+ food allergies (now I have none). I have fostered 
permanent change in my life, changed my relationship 
with stress and offer this advice on how to begin the 
process.

The brain possesses ap-
proximately 100 billion 
neurons and is our most 
complex and powerful 
organ in our body.  But 
what is even more amaz-
ing is that scientists have 
revealed that we have the 
ability to rewire this amaz-
ing organ in ways that can 
enhance our happiness, 
health, and our success. 
What we understand is 
that both internal and ex-
ternal experiences have the 
ability to alter our brain 
circuitry changing the 
tendencies and traits over 
time.  This rewiring that 
I’m talking about is actual-
ly happening whether we know it or not, every minute 
of the day. The rewiring of our brain circuitry is called 
neuroplasticity. 

Although scientists have shown that there are sever-
al different frameworks that positively influence and 
transform brain circuitry, I will explore only one; the 
integration and application of contemplative practice 
into everyday life (otherwise known as yoga in the East, 
or mindfulness in the West). Throughout my 10 year 
immersion with my guru from India, I have explored 
first-hand the power of thought and the impact it has 
on our ability to adapt and overcome overwhelming 
obstacles, shift our perspectives, improve outcomes and 
experience indivisible happiness. This is just the tool, 
for overcoming the unconscious impacts of Covid-re-
lated stress. 

Studies by scientists world-wide have proven the im-
pact thought has on our mental, emotional and physi-
cal state. We can look at the power of a placebo on men-
tal health and positive outlook, the power of focused 
attention and visualization on performance of Olympic 
athletes or even using an executive coach (a trusted 
thought partner) on personal and organizational suc-
cess. 

All these examples illustrate 3 things. 
Thoughts have power. 
Thoughts are positive or negative.
You create and are responsible for your thoughts.

By understanding how thoughts affect brain function-
ing and understanding how changing your thoughts 
affects your outcome, we come to recognize that taking 
responsibility for our thoughts is necessary to living a 
more stable, blissful, and meaningful life. 

The tools I will outline have been passed down to me 
by one of the most revered Saints from India. I have 
adapted these tools to modern American life and found 
important interconnects of western science with east-
ern philosophy. CU Denver researchers have tested 
and studied the application of these tools for years, 
repeatedly finding in many studies that 100% of the 
participants feel their stress is reduced and that they 
have tools to mitigate and manage stress after a short 
2 day to 8 week program. Some of the outcomes in-
clude; leaders leveling up and lead from within, over-
coming overwhelming relationship struggles, finding a 
new fulfilling dream job, flying through a contentious 
divorce effortlessly and more. All you need to know, is 
that you have the ability to change your relationship 
with stress permanently.

UNDERSTANDING THE BRAIN
Understanding how “your” body responds to stressors 
is critical to re-wiring your brains wiring and your rela-
tionship with stress. 

The automatic stress response.
The stress (Fight, Flight or Freeze) response is our bod-
ies way, or more specifically our autonomic nervous 
systems way, of ensuring we actually survive danger. 
The stress response is universal to all of us and is a very 
basic instinctual response. Let’s put this into perspec-
tive... if you see someone break into a car, hear someone 
scream in pain, or even think fearful thoughts about 
the possible implications of catching Covid-19… your 
brain perceives and reacts automatically to the thoughts 
or input. Here’s what happens; when we perceive a 
threat or when we perceive demand is over our capacity 
(another threat to our survival) the amygdala (a small 
area in the center of the brain) sends a message to the 
hypothalamus (the brain’s command center).  The hy-
pothalamus then triggers the release of hormones that 
cue the body to defend /survive the threat. This is when 
the physical symptoms start to kick in, at approximate-
ly around .8ms. (It’s important to note that the stress 
response happens prior to any conscious thought). The 
intuitive response is what happens in the brain first (at 
around .2 ms). The physical effects are unconscious and 
include; a faster heart beat ( meant to maximize oxygen 
supply to keep us on alert in danger), increased sweat-
ing (believed to make us slippery so predators can not 
catch us), tingling in our extremities, etc. 

Interestingly stress effects everyone differently. I may 
feel on the edge when I sit in the doctor’s office wait-
ing for a test result, but my daughter may be unaffected 
sitting in a doctor’s office waiting for a result. Sally may 
react strongly to driving in heavy traffic at rush hour 
but have no reaction to having dinner with her in-laws 
and so on. Our stress response is partly determined by 
our genetic disposition and partly by our experiences. 
For instance, a first responder, generally speaking, has 
a quicker reaction to seeing someone hurt or in pain, 
than say a blank teller. Now that we understand a few 
basics of the brain’s response to stress, let’s learn how 
to begin changing our relationship with stress. (Note: 
research shows rewiring happens over time, and is dose 
based. Think of this more like a dimmer switch, rather 
than a light switch).

Leveling Up in 2021 - Checklist for Change

☑Slow Down
By slowing down, we cultivate an awareness of how we 
are interacting with the world, the people, places and 
situations in front of us. Slowing down allows us to see 
our typical, hard-wired (many times self-destructive) 
responses. What’s interesting is that when we begin 
slowing down, we notice that this creates a space (of 
awareness) in which we begin to feel a physical shift 
in the body— this is the stimulation of the parasym-
pathetic nervous system - relaxation response. In this 
space we recognize that we have a conscious choice of 
what to do or what feels right. The best thing is slow-
ing down makes the choice less emotional because our 
body is in a less defensive / fight or flight mode. Over 
time, this  lessens our tendency for reactions! Yay.

As my teacher, Swami Kripalu said, if you want to 
change your outcome, you need to slow down and rec-
ognize what you are doing in the first place that isn’t 
working. The practice of slowing down facilitates this 
recognition / awareness. We can use the example, if you 
want to get to New York from Denver and you are driv-
ing west as fast as you can, it will take a long time to get 
there. If you slow down, you begin to see more clearly 
(increased clarity is another positive affect) and find 
an action that is more aligned with what you want to 
achieve. I think of the stress response as the body’s way 

of letting me know when I am out of integrity with my 
intention or inner goal. The answer, turn around and 
go the other way! In order to create a new way of being 
then, you first need to slow down. 

☑Start Now
This sounds simple but this is a critical step to rewiring. 
By choosing to start now, we literally choose to be in 
alignment (in the midst of chaos or an emotional re-
action) by aligning our thoughts and actions with our 
intention. Remember, repeated thoughts and actions 
create repeat neural activity. Repeated neural activity 
creates neural structure. So in order to create new out-
comes, we need to start now and create new thoughts 
and actions. This creates new neuro pathways, and over 
time has the ability to change your relationship to stress 
permanently. It took me 2-3 months to see the initial 
change in my life. I found myself to be less reactive 
to stressors or my hot buttons, sometimes becoming 
aware that I had no reaction at all to a family member 
pushing my button. I found this to be jaw dropping. 
After 4-10 months I became aware and to see new ten-
dencies in my thoughts, increased positivity and less-
ening food allergies. At approximately 18 months my 
relationships with  me family had deepened and my 
kids were mentioning this. Also, my food allergies were 
completely gone!

Living in the Covid era has cultivated an ever increas-
ing tendency for hyper vigilence to threats, and over 
reaction to even small stimuli. This long lasting chronic 
stress has reduced our resilience, affected our mental, 
emotional and physical well being (including sleep, 
focus and vitality). We need to level up, in the midst 
of stress, rewiring the automatic stress response from 
an emotional response (limbic system) to a conscious 
goal oriented behavior (prefrontal cortex operation). 
Again, this strengthens the neuro pathways and rewires 
the brain to understand there is another way; when 
something stressful happens, you can make a conscious 
choice toward a goal (your desired intention). 

☑Use the Breath
The breath is a fundamental tool we can use to get into 
the present moment. Many times we don’t notice the 
fact that we are even breathing. Over the years, I have 
experimented with nuances of using the breath to gain 
perspective, reduce fear and move to a higher level 
consciousness or perspective (which is much more in-
sightful than being in reaction or fear). Here is what I 
suggest. First, just notice the fact that you are breath-
ing. Just simply notice. Don’t try to change the breath or 

hold the breath, just simply 
notice the chest rising and 
falling. Watch the breath 
with 100% of your atten-
tion. Allow or give yourself 
permission to become ab-
sorbed in the breath. Sec-
ond, imagine (visualize) 
the breath coming in, as if 
you are filling a water bot-
tle from the bottom to the 
top. The lower belly fills, 
the mid chest and the up-
per lungs. With the exha-
lation, imagine the breath 
going out and the water 
bottle emptying from the 
top to the bottom. Allow-
ing or giving permission 
to the body to relax or let 

go with each progressive exhalation. Continue this for 
2-3 minutes. Third, notice the pause at the top of the 
inhalation and the bottom of the exhalation before the 
breath reverses direction. Just notice. Now the bread-
ing pattern is breathing in, pause, breathing out, pause. 
Lastly, notice the unique stillness when the breath is 
suspended at the top of the inhalation or bottom of the 
exhalation. Just notice. We are using the breath to stim-
ulate the relaxation response. Note, the more often we 
practice using the breath, the more we dis-identify with 
the stress or trigger and the quicker we can move from 
stress into relaxation state. Overtime the our ability to 
sustain this relaxation state increases, increasing our 
resilience, calm and stability in the face of stress.

☑Inward Focus
In a way this tool seems complex, but it’s really not. 
What we are getting at with this tool is having you de-
liberately direct your attention from thinking to feeling. 
We can piggy back this tool with the breath if you’d like. 
For example, when breathing in, feel the breath expand 
the chest, the rib cage expands, feel the sensations of the 
skin, the muscles the stretching with the inhalation and 
then feel the body relaxing with each out going breath. 
Allow your body to be consumed with the sensations. 
The brain is not able to think and feel at the same time. 
Notice, that the more absorbed in feeling you are the 
less thinking is going on. Thus, we are forcing the brain 
to let go of thought, worry and tension and move to the 
present moment. This has a tremendous power to reset 
the brain to a calm, relaxed and stable center. Don’t un-
derestimate your ability to change your thoughts with 
this tool!

☑ Concentration
Another way to describe concentration is focused at-
tention. What I am referring to is focusing your atten-
tion on one thing over time (a common definition of 
meditation). As we mentioned earlier, studies of Olym-
pic athletes show concentration reflecting increased 
success and higher performance. Sustaining attention 
shifts our mental inertia. Concentrating our attention 
gives us the power to hold a continuous nonreactive 
awareness of whatever arises in our thoughts which, by 
the way, directly affects our experience. 
Concentration is correlated with an open-monitoring 
receptivity to all that occurs in the mind ( a non-judge-
mental state of mind). Cognitive scientists have noticed 
huge shifts in as short as 3 months of practices. This is 
correlated with a drop in reactions and increased im-
mune function. The thoughts in the mind stay calm 
with this kind of practice! Concentration gives us cog-
nitive control to focus on a specific task and resist dis-
tractions (an effects of Covid related stress). 

Overall, these evidence-based tools, that were bestowed 
upon me by my guru, have a tremendous power when 
used over time to help us rewire our fear-based think-
ing and actions to a positive growth mindset. Science 
has proven that when we learn to monitor thoughts 
without getting swept away, we are more successful and 
this improves our overall well-being. Application of 
these tools into your daily life will introduce a crucial 
choice point and responsibility. Your thoughts are pow-
erful. Thoughts and either positive or negative, and you 
are in control of your thoughts.

I invite you to accept this invitation to slow down, in-
crease your awareness, clarity and recognize you are in 
control. When your thoughts have wandered off, apply 
a tool, don’t get swept away. When you’re stressed you 
are good for nothing, when you are relaxed you are 
good for everything!
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Michelle’s education 
is in Neuroscience & 
Leadership from Har-
vard University, she is a 
Diplomat at The Amer-
ican Institute of Stress 
and an ICF Certified 
Master Executive Neuro 
Coach. Michelle is a Vir-
tual First
Responder for the Har-

vard Medical School, coaching front liners to manage 
the impacts of COVID-19. Michelle has a 10 year back-
ground in Eastern philosophy and is honored to have 
been bestowed the esteemed
title of Acharya (one who teaches by how they live) by 
Shri Amritji and by Swami Chidanand Saraswati. She 
brings a depth of experience, wisdom and science to 
everything she does.

Throughout my 31 year career as a 3x entrepreneur, I 
have learned how necessary trust, support and person-
al growth are when leading and running my advertis-
ing, training and leadership development firms.

Overcoming overwhelming business and personal 
challenges has helped me master stress, lead with au-
thenticity and be inclusive (I feel, a building block of 
innovation and success in today’s landscape). I am rou-
tinely labeled a thought leader in leadership develop-
ment, because I introduce refreshingly new approaches 
to improving performance and bottom-line.

My purpose is crystal clear – Teach from experience, 
model what I teach, and help you to create a sustain-
able thriving work environment!

SKILLS & ROLES

WHO IS HIRING? OUR SPONSORS!

NOTE FROM THE EDITORS

Remember that our next event is April 9th. It’s the  SIM Women Womanar Featuring Shana Cordon and Lis-
tening in Leadership: Creating a Culture of Trust and Engagement. 

You can download the sponsorship pdf here or at shorturl.at/hyst6

Love,

Jennifer, Donna, Nina and Anne

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19UOir8IBLDMZGNcRrqnM6B4OA73OKpGP/view

